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OPINION

beforeLEDERBERG, J. This the Supreme Courtcase came on 8

petition for certiorari to review the judgment of the Superior Court

that affirmed a decision of the Rhode Island State Labor Relations Board

(board). The board had ruled that two "associate producer" positions

existed within the state's public television station, and that those

po8ition8 ahould be included within the 8tation's certified collective-

bargaining unit. For the reasons stated below, we grant the petitiol1

and quash the judgment of the Superior Court .
FACTS ON THE RECORD AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The petitia,ners in this the Rhode PublicIslandcase are

Telecommunications Authority (hereafter the Authority or channel
,

the Rhode Island Board of Governors for Higher Education, and the Rhode

Island Board of Regents for Elementary and Secondary Education.
.~

three agencies employ professional and administrative employees who are

organized for collective-bargaining purposes within a single bargaining
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unit, the Rhode Island Department of Education, Professional Employees

Union, American Federation of Teachers, Local 2012, AFL/CIO (hereafter

2012).the union or local No. The respondents in this case are the

union and the board.

On March 31, 1988, the union filed a unit-clarification pet!tion

with the board pursuant to the Rhode Island Labor Relations Act, G.t.
1956 (1986 Reenactment) § 28-7-9(b)(3)(A), as amended by P.L. 1987, ch

495, t 1. The petition asked the board to clarify two positions of

employment at the Authority. which operates WSBE-IV Channel 36. a public

television station, pursuant to G.t. 1956 (1988 Reenactment)

§ 16-61-6(d). The union asked the board determineto whether the

positions, called associate producers, should have been included in the

union's existing bargaining unit defined by the board's 196988

classification of positions included in the unit (case No. EE-1854)

The heldboard formal hearings from October 12. 1988, through

February 26. 1990. during which both sides presented testimony. The
.

union argued that the position of associate producer was permanent and

protected by G.L. 1956 (1984 Reenactment) chapter 11 of title 36. which
,..

governs the org~hization of state employees. Consequently. the union

argued, the positi'ons should be included within the certified-bargaining

unit of state employees.

The union presented as witnesses
'",

two employees who each held the

title of associate producer. Phae Plushner (Plushner) began working at

channel 36 in January 1984 as an unpaid intern for "Tuesday Nights," a
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program used as a vehicle for training students and interns.
Although

unpaid internship after she was informed that no employment was
available. After two or three months, she began to receive a minimum-

salarywage but never received benefits of kind. Sheany ,worked

approximately ten hours each week at the beginning of her internship,

ten to twenty-five hours of which were performed outside the station

During the time she worked at the station, Plushner continued to

express interest in a full-time position at the station, but none became

available. She was, however, offered two full-time positions at another

To the surprise of channel 36's production Leroymanager Czaskos

acceptable her.to Although she attempted to move to full-timea

job title had changed.

Pluahner co,ntended, however, that the substantive duties she
performed changed' from those she was hired to perform as an intern.

date which heron transmutation from intern to associate producer

occurred, Plushner testified that she eventually- stopped performing

internship duties, such as typing and floor directing, and began to
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put the
These new dutie.

~

were unsupervised and were usually in~tiat.d by Plushner.

a880ciate prod~cer, ;end in~e~.officean refersmemo herto as a
"producer. "

the creative.service d~rector Qf radio. station in New London,
Connecticut. J.~t as Plushner had. Parks obtained her position by
approachins CzalKo8 and .8~ins for a position. Parka accepted the

Gverqualified lor the position. Parks further testified that she would

have~ot consider,d an internship b.ecause t at that point, she had

--.,.~ w ~""".~I GJJU

recordins "on tbe 8treet" interviews~ Parks t'.:tified that she

th~ ~tation. Like Plust!.ner. b~wever.
"

~he 'neve~ thanreceived more

- 4 -
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At the hearing before the board, the Authority's description of

Parks's and Pluahner's activities at the station differed 8ubstantially

from that provided by Parks and Pluahner. Cz8akos testified for the

Authority that the position of a88ociate producer never existed,

the employees in question were intern trainees, and that U8e of the term..

"associate producer" in referrine to these positions was not evidence

of an actual po8ition. but rather a long8tanding form of professional

The Authority furthercourtesy for interns in the broadcast industry.

referencesargued that the associate particularly into producer.

respect to Plushner, were consistent with a cosmetic attempt to describe

the functional activities of interns

The Authority '&180 introduced as evidence pay records that 1i8ted

the minimum-wage compensation for all intern trainees under the heading

assistants," listing"student that included the compensation ofa

Plushner, Parks, and other student and nonstudent workers. In addition

to Pluahner's and Parks'a testimony that at no time did they receive

more than minimum wage and never received benefits. the Authority.
thenoted that both Parks and Plushner worked "Tuesday Nights"on

program, channelj36'8 vehicle for training interns.

The Authority noted that under § 16-61-6(0). the atation ia directed

"trainingto conduct in matters related public broadcastingto
.~

thepublic broadcasting telecommunications in directl,;state, or

through contracts with appropriate agencies, organizations or
individuals. II In fulfilling this responsibility, the Authority produced
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evidence that since 1967 it has conducted internship programs that have

provided opportunities for training in public broadcasting, following

which, the interns were expected to move on to other endeavors.

Authority argued that the positions in dispute were part of such a

trainina program and that even if some interns were associated wi~h the

Rrgduction of a program. their actual positions as interns did not. over

time, become transformed into collective-bargaining positions at minimum

wage and no benefits.

CzaskO8 also testified duringthat the entire duration of

internship program, the union never petitioned to represent interns, nor

internshad it filed an unfair-labor-practice charge contending that

performing thewere duties of bargaining-unit members. The union

president testified that the 110 to 112 members of local No. 2012 worked

a thirty-five-hour week. and aa of fiscal year 1990. earned salaries

from $20,045ranging $49t952tto substantially more than Parks and

Plushner, who were paid minimum wages with no benefits.

Moreover, the union had received,never required foras was

positions in the collective-bargaining unit, postings of the putative
-

associate-producer positions before they were filled. Neither had the

union filed' a grievanceever claiming that the contract had been

violated for failure to post the positions before they were filled.

\~
Plushner contacted the union before March 1988 and stopped working

at the station in July 1988. Parka testified that she was fired from
.

her position at channel 36 in April 1988.
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On December 21, 1990, the board found that Plushner occupied

position of associate producer at channel 36 from April 1984 to

1988 and that this position had been created by the Authority and had

been given to her. The board also found that Parks had been hired as

an associate producer and held this position until her employment ended.
in April 1988. Further, the board concluded that both Parks

Plushner were state employees under chapter 11 of title 36 and that

because the positions they occupied shared a community of interest with

the other employ~es in the bargaining unit, their po8itions as associate

producer were appropriate for inclusion in the unit for the purposes of

collective bargaining

The Authority 'appealed the board's decision to the Superior Court

pursuant to G.L. 1956 (1993 Reenactment) § 42-35-15. On April 23.1993.

the Superior Court affirmed the decision of the board, and on May 13,

1993. the Authority filed a statutory petition for certiorari pursuant

to f' 42-35-16. n\is court issued the writ on September 29. 1993

THE STANDARD OF REVIEW

In Environmental Scientific Cargo v. Durf~e. 621 A.2d 200 (R.I.
po

1993). this cou~t pointed out that the scope of our review. like that

of the Superior Court. is 'an extension of the administrative process.

14. at 208; K.I. Strafach v. Durf@@, (R.I.635 A.2d 277. 280 1993).
'..

Under the terms of the Rhode Island Administrative Procedures Act (APA).

§ 42-35-15, judicial review is restricted to quest-ions that the agency

itself might properly entertain. E.~t1Inenta1 S~ientific COtR., 621
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A.2d at 208. The Superior Court is limited to an examination of the

certified record to determine whether the agency's decision is supported

by any legally competent evidence in the record. T.I . Barrincton Scbool~..

,C.QIm}ittee v. Rhode IalAnd StAte Labor RelAti.onsBo8x:d. 608 A.2d 1126.

1138 (R.I. 1992).

In the event competent evidence exists in the record, the Superior

Court is required to uphold the agency's conclusions. l,d.

"However, it may reverse, modify, or remand the
agency's decision if the decision is violative of
constitutional or statutory provisions, is in excess
of the statutory authority of the agency, is made upon
unlawful procedure, is affected by other errors of law,
is clearly erroneous in view of the reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence on the whole
record, or is arbitrary or capricious and is therefore
characterized by an abuse of discretion. Section
42-35-l5(g)." !d.

In the case before us, the Superior Court examined the certified

record and determined thethat board's decision was not subject to

reversal or modification. In finding that there existed competent,

probative evidence to support each of the fourteen findings made by the

board, the trial justice noted that the of his review was.scope

restricted by the procedural limitations of the AlA. We have held that

in reviewing a decision of an administrative agency under the APA. the
.

Superior Court may not, on questions of fact, substitute its judgment

for ofthat the agency whose action is review.und~,.r LeInO in~.L

DegArtment of MAntAl RAAltb.RAtArdAtion And HosRitals. 113 R.I. 285.

..

291. 320 A.2d 611. 614-15 (1974). This limitation obtains even in
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situations in which the court might be inclined to view the evidence

differently and draw inferences different from those of the agency under

review. , Barrin;ton School ColJlJlittee 1138.608 A.2d at Given these

limitations, the trial justice noted in affirming the board:

"Admittedly, the evidence relied upon by the Board does permit contrary.
inferences to be drawn therefrom, but this Court is prohibited * * *

from drawing same. This Court ~ ~ #r cannot substitute its judgment on

the evidence even though it might be inclined to view that evidence

differently than did the Board. "
Accordingly, the Superior Court

affirmed the board's decision.

Under the APA, this court's review of the Superior Court's final

judgment in proceeaings brought under § 42-35-15 is confined to a review

of "any ques tions of law involved t" § 42-35-16 t as this court carries

itsout role extension ofas an the administrative process
. tEnvironm~ntal Sci@ntific CarR- 621 A.2d at 208. In conducting our

review, "we must examine the record of the Superior Court to see whether

the court concluded properly the laborthat board's ruling was

Barrinlton School[supported] by substantial evidence on the record."
f'

Committee. 608 ~;2d at 1138. We do not weigh the evidence but merely

ascertain whether' the court was justified in rendering its judgment.

lj. Because retain the reviewwe to all questions ofpower law,

S 42-35-16, this iscourt permitted tp
",

determine whether legally

competent evidence justifies the conclusions of the Superior Court and

the board. . Barrinlton S~hool Comittee. 608 A.2d at 1138. "Legally

9
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competent evidence i. indicated by the presence of , SaDie ' or

evidence supporting the agency's findings." Stra'acb, 635 A.2d at 280

(quot1na ~nvironmental Sf!iIDtificCo;»~-, 621 2.08).A.2.d --1fat we

conclude that such evidence is absent, the "administrative decision can

£n.yj,ronmenta.l S~il:ntif1~ ~Q[g.t 621 A.2d 208at (quoting Cost-avo

Reaiatrarot tJgtorVAhicl~s, 543 A.2d 1307, 1309 (R.I. 1988». We now

turn to an examination of the judpent of the Superior Court.

ANALYSIS

We note at the outset that thi, court has not previously addressed

the issue of adding new employees to an already existing certified-

bargaining unit absent a unit election. In attempting to use federal

labor practice for guidance -- as we did in Barr1QltpnScbogl CODIRU.t..e.e.

608 A.2d at 1135 (following federal practice ot holding that managerial

employees may not engage in collective bargaininJ) -- our review of

Federal Circuit cases and decisions of the National Labor Relations

Board (NLRB) pursuant to the National Labor' Relations Act t 29 U.S.C.
,.

5 159 (1988), re~ea1s no example of a purported transformation of an
I

excluded nonunion,employee.into a barcaining-unit ~mployee absent BODie

action the part of the employer.on Even the guidance ofwithout

federal precedent, however, the evidence adduce'a at trial delnonstrated

. .
that Parks's and Plushner's work was not so clearly. integrated with that

of the employees in the existing bargaining unit ,as to warrant

addition to the unit.
10-
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DETERMINING MEMBERSHIP IN A BARGAINING UNIT

When determining the membership of units for collective-bargaining

purposes, the NLRB has as its primary concern the grouping together of

employees who have substantial mutual interests in wages, hours

and other conditions of employment. .,
the Fifteenth Annual Re;ortif_-

39 1950). The "conlnunity of interest" doctrine, NUB v. GegrlC

Grab and SoDS, 329 F.2d 265, 268 (10th air. 1964), is used by the NLRB

determineto whether certain employees in unita sufficientlyare

to warrantconcerned with the terms and conditions of employment as

their participation in the selection of a bargaining agent. ld. In

making such a determination, the board is not required to choose ~

most appropriate bargaining only an appropriateunit but bargaining

unit. Wil-Kil PASt Contrgl CO. v. ~. 440 F.2d 371, 375 {7th Cir

197.1). Specific factors that are relied upon by the NLRB in determining

whether such a community of interest exists have been identified in NLRD

x. Saint P'raneis 0011818, 562 F.2d 246, 249 (3d Cir. 1977). These

criteria are:

1. Similarity
eM'nings,

in scale and of determiningmanner

2. Similarity of employment benefits, hours of work
and other terms and conditions of employment,

3. Similarity in the kind of work performed,

\~
Similarity in the qualifications,
training of the employees,

4. skills, and

5. Frequency
employees

of contact interchangeor among

11
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6. Geographic proximitYt

7. Continuity or integration of production processes

8 Common supervision
relations policy.

determination of laborand

9 the administrative organizationRelationship to
of the employer,

History of collective bargaining,

Desir.. of the affected employees. and

12. Extent of the union organization

Id. (citing Robert A. Gormant Basic T@xt on LAbor LAw. Unionization.

and Colle~tive BArlAininlt 69 (1976».

ACCRETION AND COrolotUNITY OF INTEREST

Once an appropriate unit for collective-bargaining purposes has been

ofestablished, employees. employeesgroup' new or present in new

positions, can be added to the existing unit without a vote on their

representation through a process known aa accretion. ~B v. Ste-ve.ns.

lard. Ine.. 773 F.2d 468. 472-73 (2d Cir. 1985). Accretion preserves

8tability by allowing adjustments in bargaining units to accommodate new

conditions without requiring an adversary election every time new jobs
-

.indu8 trialcreated routine. altered. !.do 473.are or Inare at

determining wheth~r an accretion of employees to an existing unit is

proper. the NLRB considers many of the same factors that determine the

communi ty-of-interes t que8tion, namely, such fa~tors as integration of

operations; centralization of managerial and administrative control;

geographic proximity; similarity of working conditions, akills, and

- 12
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common control over labor relatione; collective-bargainingfunction.;

interchangeability of NUB v. SA~uritx=andhistory; employees.

(3d },976). Thus,~UJRbian Bank-Date Co.. 541 F.2d 135. 140 Cir.

accretion serves as a mechanism to incorporate a ,roup of employees into

an already exi.tins larger unit when 8uch a community of interest exi8ts

amons the entire croup that the additional employees have no separate

unit identity and therefore should properly be governed by the larger

group's choice of bargaining representatives. u.
Although accretion and unit determination similar concepts,are

accretion has been .parincly it denies the accretedused because

employees a vote on their choice of bargaining repre8entative. .14. The

NLRB's hesitancy i'n using the accretion doctrine re8ts on the inherent

8tabilitycompetins policy considerations in the accretion doctrine:

of labor relations versus the employees' freedom to choose their own

barcainin, International AS8ociatiOtl o_L Machiniata andagents.

Acro8gace Worker.. Local 1414 v. NUB, 759 F.2d 1477, 1480 (9th Cir

1985).

that Parks and Plushner hadIn the instant caae the board ruled
~

accreted to th~' barsainins unit becau8e workers sharedthe two "
of interest with other employees of thecorllm.1nity thesufficient

baraainin, unit. We disagree.

~
As noted above, we find no instance i~ which employees have accreted

the pre-existins barsainins unit printarily on the, ba.is ofinto the

employees' perception. of their job duties. law doesAlthough case

13
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address the issue of whether employees promoted to new positions with

different responlibilities were properly included in,an existing unit

Sg aenerallxthose cases are not diapositive of the issues before us.

440 F.2d 7,t WestinahougA E1Al!tril! Co~. v. NLRB 10 (2d Cir.), eert..

1971) (addr;88ing~. 404 U.S. 853. 92 S. Ct. 93, 30 L. Ed. 2d 93

whether employeel promoted from technical to analYlt positions were no

longer qualified to be included in the technical unit). In the in8tant

case it was the workers who claimed that their positions were modified

not by an affirmative act on their employer's part, but rather by

their own 8ubjective perceptions of their jobs. isSuch an argument

unpersU8sive and unavailing.

Applying the community-at-interest standards and factor. pertainins

to accretion, we are led to the conclusion that Parks and Plushner did

hours, and other conditions ofshare "mutual interests in wages t

with the members of the union. Member. of local No. 2012employment'

fiscal year 1990 earned between $20,045 and $49,952, received full

state-employee health benefits, most participated in the State Employees

Retirement System, and typically worked thirty-five hours each week at
,..

the station. ~ployees in the local No. 2012 bargaining wut were

required to apply ~or and compete with other qualified candidates in the

hiring process delineated in the union's
\~

agreement; the agreement requires posting of vacant positions, subject

collective-bargaining

to affirmative action and other regulations.

- 14
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None of these fundamental characteristics of bargaining-unit

positions applied to Plushner or Parks. Both received minimum-wage

salaries, and neither received any form of employee benefits. Plushner

worked only ten to thirty-five hours per week at the station.
Both

individuals worked theon "Tuesday Niahta" whichprogram, thewas."

training program for interns. Both were hired not through the normal

procedure listed in the collective-bargaining agreement, but through an

ad hoct self-initiated solicitation.

In presenting its evidence before the board, the union stressed the

differences between Park.s and Plushner's activities and those of the

other interns. An argwnent for accretion, however, must rest on the

join the bargaining unit and the members a~ready in the unit. Accretion

is not a consequence of the gjssimilarit1ea between the group hoping to

join - here, the two workers -- andthose excluded the other

interns. Because of this misdirected emphasis. the union presented no

evidence before the board that proved aspects of the conununity-of-

interest standard.
po

For example, the union did not present testimony

from members of:'the bargaining unit delineating their commonality of

interest with Parks and Plushner. ThU8t we are left solely with the

testimony concerning wages, hours, benefits, and the method of hiring.

."These factors conclusively show that Parks and Plushner and the members

hours, and other conditions of employment t If insofar Parks and8S

Plushner were employed at minimum wage and received no benefits.
- 15 -
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board found that Parks and Plushner shared conlmuni ty ofa

interest with the other members of local 2012No. because their

positions of employment were "similar to" those of other employees in

the bargaining unit. The station positions 1'iated in the 1969

certification included chief engineer, program directors, art di~e;tor

instructional television coordinator, televisionproducer-director,

director, and director of community relations & station development

These highly technical and specialized positions do not comport with the

amorphous associate-producer position, which required neither formal

training, nor specialized knowledge or educational requirements.

alsoboard found Parksthat and Plushner associatewere

producers and. therefore, appropriate members of the bargaining unit

because the associate~producer position was listed by the Authority as

Thea separate category from intern on a 1988 organizational chart.

bQard fQund this listing an especially persuasive indication of the

status of Plushner and Parks. The however,chart, li.t8 numerous

positions that are not contained in the collective-bargaining agreement

These productionpositions so identified include on-air talent,
-

trainees, princ~pal clerk/typists, and promotion trainees. Thus, the

organizational charts so heavily relied upon by the union and the boards

is primarily descriptive representation ofa the hierarchy at the

station and of job responsibilities, not a listlng of positions within

the bargaining unit

- 16 -
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Parks and Plushner essentiallyBecause conclude thatwe were

employed as interns, we hold that the board erred in finding that Parks

and Plushner had a community of interest with the members of local No.

history of2012.. We base this conclusion three thefactors:on

deciaions of NUB; and previouscollective past thebargaining;

arbitration award. in this state

A unit's collective-bargaining history i. uaed by the NLRB al a

factor in determining whether a community of interest exists as well as

whether a particular group of employees should accrete to an existing

Sn St. Francis Collece, 562 F.2d at 249collective-bargaining unit.

(one in determination i. history offactor community-of-interest

collective bargaining); ~~~-Columbian Banknot@ Co.. 541 F.2d at 140

determination).in accretion At oral(history matters a factoras

argwnent. counsel for the union stated that its goal in bringing the

petition was to obtain an administrative clarification that these two

positions should properlyexisted and be included in the union's

certified-bargaining unit. Czaskos te8tified before the board that

production interns had been employed by the station for twenty-two years
,.

and that they ~erformed es8entially tile same duties as Parks and

time during unionPlushner. At these had thetwenty-twono years

petitioned to organize or accrete any intern position, and the union
,~

conceded before the board that it was not petitioning to represent

17
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1trainees. The the internships by Authorityfact that listed the

predated the collective-bargaining agreement of 1969 is significant

[accretion]"Another factor - one which is gften dis~oRitive -- is

whether to be accreted was the time thethe group in existence at

existing bargaining unit was recognized. If the Iroup; WAS in ex~ltence

and exclud@d from an @lectioft. th@n A(!(!r@tion ahould not normal1x be

germi t ted . tt (Emphases added.) Stevens Fo~d. Igt!., 113 '.2-d at 414.

Here, the Authority produced evidence of intern. the station inat

1. We note that attempts to organize or classify' work-study students

as state employees have failed in the past, 1ar.ge1y for the same
reasons: differences in wages, hours, and conditions of employment.
In In re R.I. Coun~il 94. MSCME. Local 2879 and StAte of Rhode Island,
Case No. 1139-2298-82 (1985)(Jerue, Arb.), a union attempted to have
work-study students at Rhode Island College barred from performing
bargaining-unit work in violation of the contract. The arbitrator held
that the longstanding work-study program did not violate the contract,
partly because "[t]heir compensation is considerably less than regular
state employees." ld. at 5.

The decisions of the NLRB also consistently exclude student trainees
from collective-bargaining units where there is a substantial difference
in pay and wages. In Pawatinl HosRital Association, 111 N.L.R.B. 671
(1976), the NLRB excluded part-time students employed at a hospital
through a school program from a bargaining ~it on the basis that the
students were "paid lower wages than the Employer's other employees
."." "', work different hours, and receive .no fringe benefits." !.d. at
673. Likewise, iin Barnard Coll@S@, 104 N.L.R.B. 1134 (1973), the NLRJ\
excluded a group of university students, who worked as graduate
assistants and part-time support staff, from a unit containing clerical
and administrative staff employees. In doing so, the NLRB noted that
"the student employees are treated differently in a number of
significant ways, @sR@cial1xwith res~@ct to t~eir init1Al.em~loment..a.
utes of ~ax& tenure. and other~ ment condition.." (Emphasis
added.) !.d. at 1135. In both of these cases, the NLRB ruled that the
student employees did not share a community of interest with the
bargaining unit.

- 18
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1967, before the unit formed, and thus internswastwo years are

properly excluded.

addition,In arbitration awards this havestate ruled thatin

individuals who ininvolved trainingare not stateprograms are

In re State of_Rhode In

employees for collective-bargaining purposes.

Island DeRartment of Social and Rehabilitative S&rvic&R and Rhode Island

t Council 94. AFSCME. LoCAl 2.882 1139-1393-83 (1984)(Fallon,Case No.

Arb.), unionthe contended thethat state contracthad violated a

provision that precluded non-bargaining-unit employees from performing

bargaining-unit work. The concludedarbitrator that the trainees

involved in the WIN program were not "employees" within the meaning of

the contract and noted that the trainees were "not hired through regular

hiring procedures, receive[d] no standard fringe benefits, and [were

paid * * * an amount so small that it cannot reasonably be called a

14. at 11.salary comparable to [s]tate employee wages." Every aspect

of the arbitrator'. for classifying the WIN traineesreasons 8S

nonemployees be accurately applied to Farks and Plushnertcan

irrespective of whether they were called associate producers
-

Thus, the ;decisions of the NLRB and arbitration awards are

persuasive in determining the forfactors the inclusion ofproper

trainees and other educationally based work programs in a bargaining

unit.
..~

The two positions at issue here shared no community of interest

with the members of local No. 2012. To hold otherwise could result in

industrious and self-motivated interns claiming the right to be included

- 19
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in collective-bargaining units. Such an outcome would interfere with

the Authority', statutory mandate under S 16-61-6(0) to conduct training

in public broadcasting.

therefore.We conclude. that the board's decision rested upon an

rel~able.of law and clearly in view of theerror was erroneous

Because no lela11yprobative, and sub8tantial evidence on the record.

evidence existed the of the Superiorcompetent to support judgment

The judgment of theCourt. the petition for certiorari is granted.

Superior Court is quashed, and the papers in this ca8e are remanded to

the Superior Court with our deciaion endorsed thereon.
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